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SECUR IT Y  R ISK  ANALYSIS  (SR A)

Make Sure Your ePHI
is Kept Under Lock and Key

A Security Risk Analysis (SRA)  
is an annual requirement 

T
he HIPAA Security Rule requires your health care 
practice to conduct, or review, an accurate and thorough 
assessment of the potential risks and vulnerabilities to 
the confidentiality, integrity and availability of electronic 

protected health information (ePHI) — every year.

All ePHI created, received, maintained or transmitted by an 
organization is subject to the Security Rule. There are no 
exceptions.  The Security Rule requires you to evaluate risks and 
vulnerabilities in your practice and implement reasonable and 
appropriate security measures to protect against anticipated 
threats or hazards to the security or integrity of ePHI.

Flexible and scalable options
From a basic service to full, on-site inspections, AFMC SRA services are flexible and scalable to meet your needs. AFMC tools and resources 
help your organization meet HIPAA compliance by addressing the technical, the physical and the administrative safeguards required.

AFMC SRA TOOLS AND PROCESSES COVER:

HIPAA policy standards  •  physical security  •  technical security  •  administrative security review 
administrative process review  •  report of findings and observations  •  customizable forms and other resources 



SERVICES INCLUDED

SRA SERVICES PACKAGES

SRA Basic SRA Plus SRA Premier

Self-performed full SRA, using AFMC’s proprietary tools
and resources

Virtual inspection and assessment, using the latest technology 
and performed by an AFMC SRA assessor

On-site, in-person inspection and assessment — the 
cornerstone of AFMC’s signature package, with trained AFMC 
professionals by your side for the SRA process

SRA assessor prepares report and reviews it with your 
respresentative, answering any questions or concerns

Final set of SRA documentation provided electronically for
your records

Optional: Customized HIPAA Privacy and Security Policies
and procedures available

Select the SRA service package that’s right for you.
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If you have questions or would like more information, please contact AFMC at
501-906-7511, SRA@afmc.org or visit afmc.org/SRA.

“This was our first experience using AFMC for our SRA. I was a little apprehensive in the 
beginning, but the entire SRA went very well, and it was easier than I had anticipated. 
AFMC’s team of experts was available to answer my questions and guide me through the 
entire process. I am very satisfied and have already recommended AFMC to others.”

Kelly Chitty, Office Administrator  •  Bertram Kaplan, MD, Dermatology, West Memphis, Ark.

Additional Services 
AFMC can customize components of the SRA to best meet clinic needs. Services include:

• Annual review — for those who have performed an  
SRA Plus or SRA Premier within the past 12 months

• Six-month checkup — progress review of findings from 
the SRA Plus or SRA Premier

• Virtual walk-through — physical and technical inspection 
with findings report

• On-site walk-through — physical and technical 
inspection with findings report


